Taking on Eastern Europe
Morgan Oliver
The former British politician, Benjamin Disraeli, once said, “Like all great travellers, I have
seen more than I remember and remember more than I have seen”. And after my incredible
35 days in Europe, no quote has ever resonated with me more. I have an infinite stream of
beautiful places flashing in my head and an endless well of memories replaying in my heart.
Four of these unbelievable weeks were spent with my Texas A&M Study Abroad group;
however, my very last week only existed because of the generosity of the Globetrotter
Grant. It was in these seven days that I was able to take on Eastern Europe alone and see
sights that I have only dreamed of seeing and grow in ways that I have trouble even putting
to words.
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My Globetrotter Grant trip began on June 7th in the Munich airport as my study abroad
group gathered together to board their flight back to London. A teary and frightening
goodbye awaited me as I hugged not only the incredible friends that I had made but also
my comfort zone. I had just experienced four weeks across Europe but everywhere I went I
had the comfort of another Aggie to take on a new adventure with. Here I was, about to
board a plane to Budapest where I would begin my solo adventure. As I rounded the corner
to head to an entirely different area of the Munich Airport, the excitement faded and I faced
a slight level of fear. I was about to partake in the adventure of a lifetime, and I could not
even wrap my brain around it yet.
Planning my Globetrotter trip was pure excitement to me, and at the planning point in this
process, the only fear I faced was that coming from my parents. To ease their worry and

also aid my stress of figuring out every single element of my trip, I was able to find an
inexpensive tour group that not only went to my dream cities of Prague, Krakow and Berlin
but also to Budapest! This was a perfect solution as the group would give me a little
comfort and take away my stress of figuring out my accommodations as well as how I was
to get from city to city.
When I arrived in Budapest, I faced my first challenge: getting to the city from the airport.
There was no A&M guide to figure it out for me, or even a friend to laugh with as we
struggled to figure it out. This time, it was all me, and I just had to learn to laugh at myself. I
will not even sugarcoat these first two hours in Budapest; I could not even navigate my way
out of the Budapest airport! However, I somehow managed and found myself in the center
of the city and just steps away from my hostel where I would be meeting my small tour
group.

Outdoor pool at Széchenyi Baths

My short day and a half in Budapest was not nearly enough, but thankfully I got to see all of
the main sights I wanted. I was able to spend my morning at one of the most famous
outdoor baths. This is where I really got a feel for the relaxed and social culture of
Budapest. America could
definitely use some of these
establishments! One of the
most breathtaking sights I
enjoyed was the Parliament
building, especially at night
when its yellow glow etches
its architecture into the
darkness. Of course, I had to
locate my piece of World War
II history in Budapest and
visited the Shoes on the
Danube memorial. Here nearly
The Parliament building in Budapest glowing through the night

one hundred pair of stone shoes line the river in honor of those that were lined up in the
exact spot and killed during the war. The shoes range from children to adult shoes, and the
impact is absolutely sobering.

Shoes on the Danube

My adventure in Budapest ended quickly before I was off to Krakow, Poland.
Unexpectantly, this one of my favorite places of the 5 weeks. Krakow was very homey to
me. It reminded me of an old town square, lively with people and performances on every
corner. The faint sound of an accoustic guitar shimmered throughout the air wherever I
walked as a soundtrack for my adventures in this picturesque city. Even getting to Krakow
was its on adventure. My small tour took a night
train from Budapest where, as the youngest in the
group, I voluntarily took the bed three rows up. The
next eight hours of tossing and turning ten feet off
the ground was honestly humorous, and the whole
time I pretended I was on my way to Hogwartz.
My time in Krakow was extremely memorable to
me. This ws mostly due to my visit to Auschwitz.
From my earliest history classes, I have taken an
interest in the Holocaust due to my Gypsy heritage,
and I never thought that I would be able to actually
visit. It was one of the most moving experiences of
my life. I have seen multiple Holocaust museums
and heard the testimony of many survivors, but
nothing could compare to what I felt as I walked the
eerie path of Auschwitz-Birkenau. There was a lump
in my throat as I felt the weight of millions of
unlived lifes that ended there. We walked through
barracks that memorialized the masses, including

The night train to Krakow

one that informed people on the Roma Gypsies that were exterminated. I took my time
here, honoring my Romani Gypsy heritage. The multiple hour visit was difficult but moving
and one I will never forget.

Following a long day spent walking the grounds of Auschwitz, I was able to go on a free
Jewish Walking Tour of the Jewish Old Town, which included the Jewish Ghetto and
Schindler’s Factory. This was not only very informative but also turned into an incredible
story. I overheard a sweet couple in my group reminiscing and telling stories as the tour
went on, and I finally worked up the courage to speak to them. I stood there in utter
disbelief as they told me the story of their parents who were both forced to live in the
Krakow Jewish Ghetto during World War II in which one was able to escape. I cannot
believe I was in the same tour group as such fascinating people.

The couple I met on my Jewish Walking Tour of Krakow

In beautiful Old Town Krakow

I ended my time in Krakow by going to a symphonic performance in one of the beautiful
churches in the center of Old Town. The music rang magically in my ears as it echoed up the
stained glass and up to the heavens. Sadly, my time in Krakow came to a close, and my
group continued on a train to Prague. This was the city I was most excited about due to its
connections with my heritage. The last known connection my family has to our Romani
Gypsy European ties is through stories of my great-great grandmother living in the Czech
Republic with her family. Old tale or not, the story unravels with my great-great
grandmother, the daughter of the stable man, falling in love with the son of the duke. His
family sends her away in the night to cease the relationship; however, the duke’s son
discovers this and is able to find her and leave my family with golden buttons that he pulls
straight off of his jacket. These buttons were in my family until the Great Depression when
they were sold for money. Prague is where I have always envisioned my ancestors living,
and I was so excited to stroll through the cobblestone streets and across the famous
Charles Bridge where they once may have walked.

Leaning against Charles Bridge with the view of Prague Castel in the background

I did not have nearly enough time in Prague; its beauty stole my heart immediately, and all
I wanted to do was explore forever. Within my tour group, I had gained a new friend named
Brittany who was from New Zealand. In fact, of my tour group of 10 people, I was only one
of two Americans. However, as he was a New Yorker and myself a Texan, we could not have
been more different. It was fascinating for us all to compare our cultures and talk about our
differences over meals. My New Zealand friend, Brittany, and I planned a jam-packed day in
Prague. First, we hiked up to the top of the hill in which the Petrin Lookout Tower stands,
also known as the Prague Eiffel Tower. The tower itself was not nearly as beautiful as
Paris’, but the view was unlike anything I have ever seen. Endless peaks of red roofs
outlined the sky with steeple after steeple that rose up, surpassing the others. As
despicable as it sounds, Prague was one of Hitler’s favorite cities. He found it too beautiful

to destroy thus it avoided many bombings. Quite hypocritical to the other places he
brought to ruins, but I will agree that Prague has unmatched beauty.
After enjoying the view, we began walking toward Prague Castle. This was quite the
journey, but we enjoyed every moment of it. From beautiful views to bright rose gardens
that colored our surroundings in pinks, yellows and purples, I was in heaven. Prague only
continued to blow me away when we stumbled upon the most extraordinary library I have
ever seen, the Klementinum Library. Imagine the library in the movie Beauty and the Beast
with endless books stacked up to the ceiling, it was like that but so much more. It is said
that Walt Disney even based the Beauty and the Beast library off of this one.

After sitting and enjoying the library, we continued on to
tour the Prague Castle and its grounds. I liked to imagine
that my great-great grandmother was in this area and just
maybe the rich man she fell in love with was the prince.
Nonetheless, just being in this city was incredibly
reflective for me.
I had been enjoying a little too much gelato in my time in
Europe just to get to Prague and be haunted by an even
more delicious (and more unhealthy) option. On every
corner of this beautiful city, an underlying scent of
cinnamon sugar lingers in the air. It comes from endless
shops and stands selling these cinnamon bread ice-cream
cones that you can drizzle with caramel or chocolate,
truly everything that is my weakness in life. I had no selfcontrol here. Let’s just say that the picture below was not
the only one I ate in my short 48 hours in Prague.

Me enjoying the world’s best snack in Prague

To end our time in Prague, my tour group met up and ate dinner at a popular outdoor
hangout spot overlooking the city. I felt immersed into the culture as we picnicked with
locals as the sun went down over the city. The next morning, I boarded my last train of a
long journey to Berlin. Berlin truly has my heart in its way of reminded me of a much better
version of Austin, so urban and unique yet it has a historical flare. I could see myself
moving back one day and getting coffee in a different café every day.
We had stayed in three hostels prior to this one, each with certain cuteness to its madness,
but none of them compared to the urban and clean one awaiting us in Berlin. It truly is the
little things in life, and I was so happy to feel like I was in a hotel room…even if it was a
room shared with five others! My first impression of Berlin was love for its rich culture and
vibrancy. My tour guide, Eleanor, explained that there used to be many vacant buildings
throughout the city that people would gather in to use for art and music and community.
Many of these are being renovated today, but we were able to see one on our walk to
dinner. The art covering the walls and the atmosphere it created was hard not to love.

My New Zealand friend, Brittany, and I at Brandenburg
Gate

What I really loved about Berlin was the learning opportunities it held. I have always been
fascinated in the Berlin Wall and the elements of the city’s split; however, this history has
remained confusing to me in many ways. To gain a better understanding on the history, I
got a few people to sign up for a bike tour with me. I had been on one for nearly every main
city I went to with my study abroad group and had fallen in love with how informative and
fun they were. Once again, the tour did not let me down. We showed up at the meeting spot
beneath the television tower in central Berlin where everyone in the tour began to
introduce themselves. I could not contain my excitement when a family introduced
themselves as Texans. I immediately befriended them and the mother gave me a big old
hug as we were both excited to see a friendly Texas face, even if it’s a stranger!

We biked across the city learning fun fact after fun fact. Our guide then sat down on the
sidewalk and began drawing a chalk diagram of Berlin on the ground. He humorously drew
Berlin in the shape of a liter of beer and then drew the wall, explaining every aspect of it.
After this I felt all the puzzle pieces come together. We made a pit stop at Checkpoint
Charlie where I, of course, had to take a picture regardless of the three euros I had to pay to
get it.

Checkpoint Charlie

My favorite stop on the tour was at the Bebelplatz, a public square in Germany. This is the
spot of the infamous book burning during the onset of World War II. At this spot, there is
now a powerful memorial for all of the books burned. Beneath the ground, there is a
bookcase that can be seen by looking through a glass area on the floor. Next to this, there is
a memorable and haunting quote by Heinrich Heine written in the 1800s that translates to,
“Those who burn books will eventually burn people”. It is an extremely well done and
influential thing to see.

Book Burning Memorial in Bebelplatz

After a long day exploring the city, I went out to a traditional German dinner with a group
of people. I was thrilled to fill my craving of Weinerschnitzel that I had been fighting since I
left Munich prior to my Globetrotter Trip! That is officially my favorite food, which is quite
depressing considering how far I now have to travel to eat a satisfying one.
I got a good night’s rest before waking early to enjoy every last minute in Berlin before I
would begin my journey home in a few hours. On this day, I saw the Memorial to the
Murdered Jews of Europe as well as the marked spot of where Hitler’s bunker was. I
walked the East Side Gallery, admiring each piece of artwork painted onto the Berlin Wall.
I truly fell in love with Berlin. I fell in love with the people who strolled through the streets
with some street food in their hand. I fell in love with the bullet holes still visible in some of
the historic buildings. I fell in love with the Ampelmann, the iconic crosswalk symbol of
East Berlin. I fell in love with its character and what it all meant to me. A thirty-five day
adventure was coming to a close for me in this city, and I could not imagine saying goodbye
to Europe in any other city.

The colorful East Side Gallery

Just hours before my plane home, I visited my last café and found myself stopping at one of
the parks on my way to my hostel. I found a grassy hill and situated myself on the mound,
peacefully watching the people that encircled me. Tears rolled down my cheeks as I
reflected on all that I have learned from my journey. Growing up in America taught me to
be ambitious, how to make a living; Europe taught me how to live. My perspective on how I
want to live my life has changed. I have walked the same steps that millions walked as their
last. I have stood above the very bunker that Hitler took his life. I have walked along the

infamous wall that appeared overnight and split families. I have explored the city that my
ancestors once lived in. I have seen things that I have only read about, and I have crossed so
much off of my bucket list. I have travelled with complete strangers and have made friends
with people that I may never see again. I have laughed until I cried and cried until I laughed.
Heck, I have washed my underwear in the sink. I have discovered fulfillment that I cannot
describe and a way to live life without wasting a moment of the little time that we are
given.

One of my favorite views of Prague

Most importantly, I have learned so much about myself. There is a fullness in my heart that
I will forever carry with me, one that holds all of the memories, laughs and tears of a trip I
cannot stop talking about. This was the trip of a lifetime, and I am forever grateful to the
Globetrotter Grant. The gift of travel is the best gift that one can ever receive. It surpasses
the idea of what money can buy and grants a person the gift of knowledge, perspective,
experience and lifelong memories. I could not have done this trip if not for the generosity of
the family behind the Globetrotter Grant. When I think of all that I have seen, I will forever
think of their kindness. You are giving young adults life experience beyond what they can
learn in the classroom or from their parents, but one that takes them on an adventure that
they must dive head first into. For all of these things, I will always be grateful.

Thank you,
Morgan Oliver

